
HOMERIC WORDS IN CYPRUS 

THE difficulty of transcribing words written in the Cypriote syllabary 
makes our acquaintance with the Cypriote dialect precarious and faulty, 
and in many cases leaves us uncertain about the exact form of a word, 
but in spite of this uncertainty it is clear that Cypriote, both in inscriptions 
and in glosses, shews in its vocabulary a notable similarity to the language 
of the Homeric poems. Inscriptions discovered since Hoffmann's day 
have enabled us to increase his already long list of such similarities (Die 
Griechischen Dialekte, I, pp. 278-283), and it is time to examine the evidence 
and see what bearing these have on the question of the nature of Homeric 
vocabulary. The problem presented by Homeric words in Cypriote is 
similar to that presented by their existence in Arcadian, but, though the 
meaning of Cypriote words is sometimes uncertain, Cyprus is richer in 
inscriptions than Arcadia and the ancient lexicographers and scholiasts 
have preserved a singularly large number of Cypriote glosses. The problem 
is simply stated: how far are we justified in believing that Homeric words 
in Cypriote are independent of the Homeric poems ? Are they indigenous 
words, naturally used, or are they 'literary' imitations of a well-known 
poetical style, used for effect in defiance of local dialect usage? 

I. 

We may first consider those cases where the Homeric and the Cypriote 
word are identical in form and usage. In most of these cases the independ- 
ence of the Cypriote word can only be proved by individual circumstances, 
and each case must be judged impartially on its merits. The use in Cypriote 
of avcaooca, or more correctly Favacaoa, is well established. On authority 
no less than that of Aristotle (KvTrpicov oXTrEiac quoted by Harpocration, 
s.v. a vaCKTE KaCi avacaCca), we are told that in Cyprus the sisters and wives 
of a paco-Esus were called avcacraal. On so good authority this statement is 
doubtless true, especially as the other statement made with it, that the king's 
sons and brothers were called avarKTES, fits well with our epigraphic evidence. 
But actually avcaocra is not found in inscriptions with this sense. It is, 
however, a good Cypriote word. Hoffmann 101, 3 gives ras Favaa(cy)cas. 
So do I02, 2. Io3, 4. I04, 2. and I05, I, while Ioo gives -rTaS ava(c)cas 
without the initial digamma. In every case but the last the digamma is 
preserved and in every case the title is a religious title of the Paphian 
Aphrodite. These cases are curiously parallel to the cases of avcoaao in 
the Homeric poems. Homer uses the word once in the Iliad and three 
times in the Odyssey (E 326. y 380. 3 I49, I75), and it reappears in the 
Homeric Hymns (II 75, 440, 492. XXXII I7). On all these occasions 
it refers to a goddess, to Demeter in the Iliad, to Athene in y 380, to Demeter 
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in the Hymn addressed to her, to the Moon in Hymn XXXII, and to 
Nausicaa in 3 149 and 175, whom Odysseus mistakes or pretends to mistake 
for Artemis. In at least three of these places the metre shows that avcacto- 
begins with a digamma (E 326. 3 I49. Hymn XXXII I7). So the parallel 
to Cypriote usage is very close. This use of avcaooc lasts till Aeschylus (Eum. 
235. 443. 892) and Sophocles who use it of Athene (Ajax 774). Pindar 
uses it of his personified goddess of Truth (fr. 205) and Euripides of Athene 
(Iph. Aul. 434), Artemis (Hipp. 307) and Earth (El. 678). Later literature, 
however, also used it, as Homer did not, as a title of honour for human 
beings of royal rank or lineage (Isoc. 9. 72. Arist. fr. 526. Aesch. Pers. 155 
and I73. Soph. Trach. I37. El. 666). Greek dialects do not shew much 
evidence of its use, but it occurs beyond the range of Homeric influence 
in the semi-barbarous dialect of Pamphylia. The long inscription from 
Sillyum (Schwyzer 686. 1. 29) has the accusative w)avaac(v), where the 
subsequent words Ka'i 'A-rrEAova shew that it must refer to a goddess, and 
a coin from Perga (Head, Hist. 3um. 702) has the inscription wavca/as 
TTpeiiaS, which is taken to mean 'ApTE-rtos rlpycaias. The occurrence 
of the word in Pamphylian is important for establishing its independence 
in Cypriote. Its occurrence in two quite different and geographically 
separated dialects makes it probable that it was an indigenous word 
in either or in both. 

The Idalian Bronze (Schwyzer 679. 1. 3) gives pacriAEus -TacXOiKvTpos 
K 'S a TrToAis 'EcaAEFEgs avoyov 'Ova&ciAov K.T.A.-' King Stasicyprus and 
the city of the Idalians ordered Onasilus, etc.' The word avoyov is pre- 
sumably related to the perfect avcoya itself and is a pluperfect form like 
6O1OOKOV (Hoffmann 109, 6). The same word occurs throughout Homer 
in different forms (e.g. avcoya K I20, avcoyas Z 383, avcoyE A 646, avcbyEiEv 
N 56, &avcoxt K 67). The influence of Homer may be responsible for 
its appearance in Hesiod (Op. 367, 403, 687. Th. 549. Sc. Her. 479), in 
Aeschylus (Ch. 735, 772. Eum. 902. P.V. 947, Io037.), in Sophocles (O.T. 
96. El. 1458. Phil. 54, ioo. Trach. I247. O.C. 904, I598), and in Euripides 
(Or. I19. Alc. 1044. etc.). It does not occur in ordinary Attic prose, 
though the Ionic Herodotus uses it (III 31 and 8I. VII Io and 104), but his 
vocabulary is so full of Homeric echoes that this may well be one of them. 
In Cypriote it looks indigenous both because of its complete adaptation 
to Cypriote form and because hitherto Cypriote has shown no other word 
meaning ' command,' differing in this from the kindred dialect of Arcadian, 
which uses KEAEXco (IG. V2. 6, I5). 

Homer, twenty-six times in the Iliad and seventeen times in the 
Odyssey, uses the word apovpa, both in its singular and plural form. Its 
sense is clearly ' tilled or arable land.' After Homer the word has a long 
history, mainly poetical, appearing in Hesiod (Op. I 7, I73, 237, etc.), 
Pindar (O. XII I9. P. IV 34. P. XI 15, etc.), Simonides (fr. I5), Aeschylus 
(Pers. 595. Sept. 754), Sophocles (Trach. 32. Ajax I286) and Euripides 
(Or. 552. H.F. 369. Rhes. 75. El. 79). Its epic air doubtless accounts for 
its appearance in the hexameters at the end of Aristophanes' Frogs 
(I533 TraTpiois Ev apoiupacs) and in the last stages of Plato's prose style 
(Timaeus 22e, 73c, gid. Laws VIII 839a). It is noteworthy that Aristotle 
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uses it in his story of Periander-d cpcpoUv-rc TroS UrTEPEXOVTacS TCr)V cTaXrUCov 
6oca&val Tr9lv apovpcv (Pol. III I284a 30), though here he may only be 
recounting the story in the form in which he found it. All these cases 
may well be considered as due to Homeric influence, as the authors in 
each case knew Homer and often used him. The same charge can hardly 
be levelled at its use by Sappho (Lobel. E 5, II iroAucXvOeois &povpcas) 
in one of her vernacular poems, which, as Mr. Lobel has amply proved, 
are singularly free of literary influence and written in the every-day speech 
of Lesbos. So the word was probably indigenous to Lesbos: 1 so too in 
Cypriote. The Idalian Bronze (11. 20-21) shows 'kase to kapone to ni 
simitose arourai,' i.e. KaS TO(v) KCaTOV TOV i(v) Eili5tos dpouxpac, which 
means 'and the orchard in the arable land belonging to Simmis.' This 
recalls such Homeric phrases as &v6p6s laCKC(pos KCXT' apoupav (A 68), 
a&Xi 68 o0i cuav apoupcal Trrpocppot (2 122-123) and T-rEcov apouprlS 
(Z 544). That the word was indigenous to Cyprus is proved by a curious 
entry in Hesychius, apoupa acopos ovi arou v daxpois. Kurrpioi. If apoupa 
was a good Cypriote word for a heap of corn, its meaning must have been 
based on local usage. 

In T I60 a large body of manuscripts, supported by Aristarchus, 
read Trapa 6' oi -racyoi apllu EVOVTV-r . This is the only case of rcayos in 
Homer, but it may well be the right reading, despite the quantity of the 
first syllable. Hesychius seems to have recognised it in his entry -rayoi 
TrpoTcrTac-r, apXovTE?, TfYE?6VEs, and the change to o Tr' ayoi is ascribed to 
Dionysius by Schol. Ven. Tayos is a good Cypriote word. We find on a 
pot of the early iron age, not later than the seventh century, the inscription 
'teropano to tako,' i.e. Orlpocpavco -rC Trayco (Myres, Catalogue of the Cesnola 
Collection 480. Hoffmann 179 reads TrEA?pavco), and on a silver bowl, 
also of very early date, we find ' iperipo tako,' i.e. 'I(i)TEp6oco rayco (Myres 
4557. Hoffmann 116). Possibly the same word occurs on a votive lime- 
stone ear (Hoffmann I70), where Hoffmann reads loi-rco -rcay&. Un- 
fortunately we cannot tell from the scanty evidence whether rayo6s possessed 
in Cypriote any special meaning to differentiate it from FavcSa and pai3cXEs, 
each of which had its own technical significance. Elsewhere in Greek 
the uses of cayo6s fall into two classes. In the Tragedians it is used of any 
sort of leader (Aesch. P. V. 96. Pers. 23, 324. Ag. IIo. Soph. Ant. I054. 
Eur. I.A. 269). Its literary and tragic air makes it fit matter for parody 
by Aristophanes, who puts it on the lips of Demos in his welcome to the 
Sausage Seller in the Knights (I59), - co TCrV 'Aeriv6v TrcayE T-r EVUCai6vcov. 
In Thessaly, on the other hand, it had a definitely constitutional meaning, 
whether applied to the chief prince (Xen. Hell. VI I, 8 and I8. ib. 4, 28, 
32 and 35) or to the chief local authorities (GDI. I332, 37 rayof. 345, IO 
Trayovv. 345, 4 and 26 (letter of Philip) rcayois, 345, 24 and 329 Ia 
-rayEuvTrcov). The word seems to have survived also in the technical 
sense of the head-official of a phratry, as an inscription of the beginning of the fourth century, found near the Athenian Treasury at Delphi (Schwyzer 

1 It occurs too in Epirus in the sense of' plough- 
land' (GDI. 365.5), and Herodotus uses it of a 

measure of land in Egypt (II 68: il 6S apoupa 
KcrrTOV flnrXEv eOTI AiyUrTTiCOV TraVT-r). 
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323), in giving the rules of the phratry uses the word (1. 23) in TOISs Tcayous 
iT'l 8KE0cal K.rT.. There is also a trace of its being used for some office 
in Macedon, as Hesychius has the entry -rcyovayac MaKESOVIKi1 TIS cPXp1. 
The Homeric -rayos clearly belongs to the first of these classes and has no 
specialised meaning, but the Cypriote word cannot be fully determined. 
The probability is that, like Favca and paaci?oEis, it had its own shade 
of meaning, and in any case it cannot be an imitation of Homer, as Homer 
only used the word once, and such scantiness of usage would not conduce 
to the word being understood in a dialect where it was not already 
indigenous. 

An inscription from Rantidi gives the words 'aitetu tumijata,' which 
its editor R. Meister takes with some probability (Lpz. Ber. 62, p. 243) to 
be caOETu OulijaTar, 'the offerings were burned.' The form presents no 
difficulties, as aci'E-r is clearly the imperfect passive of ai'co. The ter- 
mination in - u is common in Cypriote, which gives us forms like EFpE-Ta'oaT- 

(Idalian Bronze I4) and yEvo-rr (ib. 29). It is clearly from the same verb 
as the participle aie6oPEvoS which Homer commonly uses in one or the 
other of two senses, either of fire burning (Z 182, 0 563, K 246 K.T.A. 
TTupoS Caieopvolo) or of material objects being burned, such as sacrificial 
victims (A 775, P 362 ETr' aieoovois iEpoTYi.). This seems to be the 
only case in which Homer uses the word of being consumed by fire. This 
use is imitated, or paralleled, by Hesiod, Op. 755 iEpoiUiv Err' aiC0OpEVOlCi, 

and it finds an echo in Sophocles (Phil. I o033), GsoTs ai'OEi iepa. But 
the ordinary use of the word in post-Homeric literature is the commoner 
Homeric use of fire burning. This is very common, though the use is not 
restricted any longer to the participle, and the present and imperfect 
indicative are used as well (e.g. Soph. Ajax 286, etc.). There are, however, 
a few cases where the word is used in the sense of ' consume by fire ' and 
combined with objects other than sacrificial victims. Thus Herodotus 
uses it of bones being burned (IV 6I) and Euripides of the conflagration 
of Pentheus' palace in the Bacchae (1. 624 5cbcT-r' cal0Ec0ca SOKcov). This 
is clearly an extension of its rarer Homeric use. The Cypriote use 
is exactly parallel to this rarer Homeric use, and differs both from the 
ordinary Homeric use of the word and from the later extended use. There 
seem two minor arguments in favour of its authenticity. First, if it is 
really an imitation of Homer, it seems improbable that the imitator would 
have used a tense, let alone a form, which Homer never used. Secondly, 
there is some slight evidence of the word existing in dialects other than 
Cypriote. The list of FAcoacma Ka-ra 0o6sEI (Bekker, Anec. Graec. III, 
p. 1095) has the entry 'ApppaKICOTcov. ca0ETCar KaiETal. If the word existed 
in Ambracia as well as in Cyprus, it is probably authentic in both dialects. 
We might add that so far as we know there is no other word in Cypriote 
for ' burn.' 

Homer uses two aorists of KEfpco, the form KEipcCaO:ac (T 46, 5 198) 
and another form, with an internal ~a, in the participle (CO 450 8oup' 
EAn-ris KEpcyavTEs) and the aorist indicative active (K 456 a cpco KEpCYE TEVOVT'S. 
TT 393 TrpcbTas ETrEKEpC-E qpa?ayyas). In this form the word had a small 
history. Hesiod (Sc. Her. 419) uses the form &rroKEpaE, Aeschylus in a 
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lyric passage uses the form KEpcaVJEVOS (Pers. 952), and the word may have 
been used elsewhere, as Hesychius has the entry KEpcrat' Ko6Cat, TEPEIV, 
KEipai, yaXCAi[ai, implying more use of it than we now possess. But 
the usual form in Pindar and the Tragedians is 'KEtppa, which occurs too 
in Attic prose. In Cypriote, however, we find on an inscription from a 
grotto at Ktima these words, 'tarapase . . . epipasine to sepose tote. 
kerese apoloni ulatai,' i.e. T&pp3cs . . . ?Tip3crraov TO oyTroS To6E (E)KEpCs 
'ATr6'(A)covi 'Y'rTal--' Tarbas cut an entry to this cave in honour of 
Apollo Hylates.' The word E,KEpsE is, of course, the Homeric word. It 
is the only word we know for ' carve' or ' cut' in Cypriote, and it bears, 
moreover, a slightly different sense from the Homeric word, as the carving 
of the entrance to a cave is hardly the same sort of cutting as is required 
for wounding ankles or splitting logs of wood. 

Both Homer and Hesiod commonly use the conjunction au-rap either 
to mark a contrast or to emphasise a succession of details. In Cypriote 
inscriptions we find it certainly twice and probably four times. In Hoff- 
mann 57 we read ' teo tase papijase e . . autara me kateteke kesetotemise,' 
i.e. (Tas) eE?O Tas TapijaS E(pi). auc-rp -E KC(TEOIKEK ('A)KEcT'6eEpS, in 
60, 2. (tase . . . o tase pa . .autara mi kate . . . onasitemise,' i.e. 
Ta-S (CEO) -rxl ([cacpicS EI.i)' a-rTap PIl KC(TE(eTnKE) 'OvcxieEuIS. These are 
two certain cases. Almost equally certain is the fragmentary 6I, 
which begins ' tase teo tase,' i.e. -rcs 0E6O Tra . . , and goes on ' aitara 
me,' where, assuming the i to be a sculptor's mistake for u, we may read 
'aUTc rap . .' Another possible case is 66, which begins in the same 
way with a dedication to the Paphian goddess, though the edges of the stone 
are mutilated and it is not certain how it should go on, but before the 
name of the dedicator, we can clearly decipher ' tara me evexe,' which 
may be taken to be (avC)Tap IE ?FE?E, ' but I was dedicated by . . 
Here then are more and less good examples of acrrap in Cypriote inscrip- 
tions. In each case it is used, as so often in Homer, to mark a contrast 
(e.g. v 285-6 oi t' ?s Xi5ovirlv . . . OIxovT' acOrap Eycb XAnr6pr1v aKaXr1pEVOS 
qTop): here the contrast is between the goddess, to whom the dedication 
is made and whose name is given in the first line, and the man who makes 
the dedication whose name is given afterwards. acurap, so common in 
the Epic, hardly occurs at all elsewhere. An early metrical inscription 
(IG. I2. 1012) gives aFuTrap, and the word was clearly regarded as a literary 
peculiarity, as Hermippus (fr. 63, I7) introduced it into his sham epic 
catalogue - au-rp &-r' Eup3olas aTrlOUS KaC 'i(pioa piAa, and Aristophanes 
puts it into a bogus oracle in the Birds (1. 983) - acuTap -sTrrv iaKAlTOS 
icov avepcoTros aAa3cov K.T.X. In fifth-century Athens it was a literary word, 
fit subject for parody. But in Cyprus it kept its ancient meaning of mark- 
ing a contrast. In doing this it performed a function different from that 
of iu6, which either introduced the conclusion of a condition or a new 
sentence, and from KaS, which acted as a conjunction between single 
words. It has then a proper function in Cypriote and may safely be 
acquitted of any charge of being imitated from Homer. 
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2. 

In Cypriote, as in Arcadian, some words are found with meanings 
or forms slightly different from those they possess in the Homeric poems, 
and this slight difference is an argument in favour of the independence 
of the Cypriote words from influence by the Homeric poems. If the 
writer of these words in Cypriote had borrowed them from Homer merely 
to adorn his style and make it impressive, the probability is that he would 
have borrowed them with their correct Homeric form and construction. 
If they existed only in the Epic, it is highly unlikely that, in their altered 
form, they would have been understood by a public to whom they were 
not already familiar as existing in the vernacular. We may first consider 
those Cypriote words which differ in meaning from their Homeric counter- 
parts. 

In Cypriote dedicatory inscriptions we find a word dap, Hoffmann 83, 
' ara tii,' i.e. apa Adi, I66, ' are a nao,' i.e. ap& a Nao, 147, 2, 

' toi apolono 
jara,' i.e. rTC 'ATrr6A(A)covt jcap&. As all these dedications occur on votive 
altars, the meaning of apd is clearly 'vow.' Neither Homer nor Hesiod 
uses the word quite in this sense. Homer uses it in the sense of' prayer' 
in 0 378 apdcov dicov NrlAlntibao yEpov-os, 598-9 Ecaioov arpTiv Traaav 

ETT1KpiVEIE, T 199 apacov aiovacr, p 496 Ei yap Trr' dpicytv -rEXoS lprE'?T?p1c 
yivolTo. The sense of the word is made clear both by the context in 
each place and by entries like that of the Townleian Scholiast on 0 598, 
&pihv aclTicnv, Hesychius' &pd& EiOXI, and Suidas' )exi' ETrcayyEAiac OECO 
TCOV KaCT' EVCJEE1GaV dclEpoUlVpvcov. Hesiod uses the word in the same sense in 
Op. 726: so do Pindar (Isthm. VI 43), and Herodotus VI 63 dapv E-TotfiroaT 
ncralSa yEvEcrctQ 'Apio-Tcovi. But usually in post-Homeric literature it 
has the totally different meaning of 'curse.' This is common in Attic 
prose (e.g. Plato, Critias I9e, Laws 87Ib, 742b) and imprecatory inscrip- 
tions (e.g. IG. III 1417 sqq.). But the Cypriote meaning is slightly different 
from both of these. 

Homer commonly uses avcxa in all its cases, singular and plural. In 
a great majority of the cases (as, for instance, in A 502 Kpovicovc acvacKTa) 
an initial digamma is required to obtain correct scansion, and in a large 
number of cases (as in E 546 avSpEcsaov avcaKTar) the initial digamma could 
be easily restored by the removal of the preceding vu EcpEAKvUCrTKOv. The 
cases where the metre excludes the digamma altogether (as in (0 449 
roincav avcaKT) are far fewer both in the Iliad and the Odyssey. The 

form Fdvca survives in inscriptions at Argos (Schwyzer 79, I rTO Favadov) 
and on several early painted sherds found at Acrocorinth (Schwyzer 123, 
FdvacKTr). These cases are all early, and by the fifth century the archaic 
form had disappeared from most of Greece. In Cyprus, however, the 
existence of avac or F&vca is particularly well authenticated. Aristotle 
in his Constitution of Cyprus (quoted by Harpocration s.v. avaKTES Kai 
avcao-ca) says that in Cyprus oi pv uvoi TOU pacoiA?cos KCi ol d5EA(poi 
KaouvTrcal aVCaKTES, and Eustathius, perhaps drawing from the same 
source, says (ad N 582) Kai Tr 65, cpaoi, Traypca ? v8oov v KuwTpcp avaKTES 
EKaAOUVTO, wrpOS OvS &dVE?)p?To EKda-TrlS 1l]Epa(S TrpOS -rv cV xTaKOUOTOOVTrcV, 
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OTt av aKoucouav. The existence of the word is confirmed by inscriptions, 
in which, as late as the fourth century, it keeps the initial digamma. Hoff- 
mann 69, I has 'o vanaxe satasijase satasikarateose,' i.e. 6 Favac (6) 
ETarcoKpaT-Eos, and the difficult metrical inscription, Hoffman I44, I, 
certainly has 'vanaxe,' i.e. FaCvca, in its first line. In these two 
cases it is impossible to say if Favac has the special meaning given to 
it by Aristotle, but in a marble inscription from Idalium (Hoffmann 
I34) we find ' tonatirijatane tote katesetase o vanaxe,' i.e. TOV av6pv-jaVTav 
To(v)5E KCTrraTCCr 6 Fcvca. Here we have the full context and it is clear 
that Baalram, the son of Abdimilkon, who sets up the inscription, is of 
inferior rank as Favcax to the palotAEs, Milcijathon, by whose reign he 
dates his inscription (c. 388 B.c.). So here perhaps may be epigraphic 
support of Aristotle's statement, in so far as Fdvac has a different meaning 
from p3ccytlies, whatever the precise difference may be. In Homer there 
is no distinction at all between the two words. Not only is the same person 
called by the two titles in different places (e.g. Agamemnon is avcat in A 7 
but pacoAiEus in A 231), but the two words are combined and applied to 
the same person in u I94, paOnAji avaKTI, and there can be no doubt that, 
so far as meaning is concerned, they are interchangeable. So, by establish- 
ing a difference of status between the two titles, Cypriote definitely is in 
disagreement from Homer. 

Homer uses commonly the conjunction i5? in the sense of ' and,' 
to connect either single words or phrases or sentences. Outside Homer 
the word is not often found, though Hesiod is fond of it, and it always 
seems to be a Homeric poetical word, when it occurs in the Elegists or 
once in a chorus of Sophocles (Ant. 969). There seems to be no foundation 
for the statement made by the Scholiast on Opp. Hal. I 12 that -'O Ti6 
'ATTrIK5S p?V atoa TOoU T, 'ICOVwIKCS 5E 61a TOr i. Outside the Epic and its 
followers there is no evidence for 15i in Ionic. In Cypriote, however, 
it is found with special functions of its own. It introduces either the con- 
clusion of a condition or a new sentence. Both examples are exemplified 
in the Idalian Bronze, the first in 1. 12 ' eke sise . . . exe toi koroi exeoruxe 
itepai o exeoruxe, etc.,' i.e. I K? cis . . ? TOEI 0XpO ?t O6pE i5? wrat 6 E 

OpUVE, TrEIUEI K.T.A., 'if anyone digs in the place, then indeed for what 
he digs he shall pay, etc.' In 1. 26 this use recurs, where practically 
the same form of words is repeated. The other use of i1s occurs in 1. 26, 
'ite tatalatone tate . . . pasileuse kase a potolisekatetijane,' i.e. i6? 

T&'(v) AT-rov T-r(v)85 . . . paclxEsUS KaS a TrT'AIS Kcrre0jav-' this tablet 
was set up . . . by the King and the city.' Here i18 introduces a new 
idea in a new sentence. Neither of these two uses of i16 is the same as 
its use in Homer as a mere conjunction, and both are too specialised to 
be imitations from his use. 

Homer uses some forms derived from a vanished present in AE?VauaEvov 

(E 28), aEAuEqaEVos (O 223, lTT 711, Y 28i, t 277), &aAEuo6EVOs (E 444), 
,aEuoaTQ (F 360, H 254, A 360, i 462, u 300), aX'uavro (H 254, 

A 360, i 462, u 300, X 260), aAE?ac0ali (I 159, 269, 274), &AEvcTaai 

(E 400, co 29). The sense is always ' avoid ' or ' shun.' This middle 
use is continued by Hesiod (Op. 505, 535, 798, etc.) and Theognis 
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(400 &AEU&cEVOs) and is doubtless a Homericism. We find, however, 
the active, unhomeric d&AEuco occasionally in later verse. Aeschylus uses 
the forms aEVuE (P.V. 567), &cEuo-CaTE (Sept. 87), and auEvcoov (Sept. 141. 
Supp. 528), in the sense of' remove, keep far away.' The same use appears 
in Sophocles fr. 993 (a?xEucco; cf. Hesychius adr&crcov av-ri TOU pvuXcacov). 
This rare active form appears in Cypriote. On an alabaster vase, now 
lost (Hoffmann 161), appeared the words ' vetoko alevotese koo tatepevasa,' 
i.e. F?ooXo(s) &A?FOVTES XOO(V) Tac(v)5' TrrFcaocrv, which means something 
like ' (someone and) Vethochos escaping (or departing) dedicated this 
vase.' Unfortunately we do not know the exact meaning of adEFovTEs, 
and we cannot be certain whether Hoffmann is right in translating 'bei 
ihrer Abreise.' But from the context it seems to differ from the late, rare 
use in being intransitive, from the Homeric use in being active, and from 
the Homeric form in keeping its internal digamma. 

In another case Cypriote uses the middle of a verb of which Homer 
uses the active. The verb Xpacco is used by Homer of 'wound slightly,' 
of a shepherd wounding a lion (E 138 Xpaumon '?v -r' acvrjIS U7TEpacPEvov 
o06 acc(c acTcr). Its meaning is given by Hesychius as xpcuon' KcrrcTGOl, 
and by Schol. Ven. as Vu'oT, WacrOcT and eirT 6a T-rV ErTTTrroaXiacrv Tt-lyfiV. 
It hardly occurs outside Homer, though Herodotus uses a compound form 
in a description of the violence of Cleomenes (VI 75), 6OTCOS T?CE ?VT-JXOI 
2TrcrpTtrlTECOV, E?V?xpoE ?S TO Trpoco-Trov TO CKTrTTTpov. In Cypriote, however, 
the word has a different sense. In the Idalian Bronze (1. 9) we find 
'tono toi elei tokarauomenone okatose alavo,' i.e. -TO i(v) -TOI ?X?1 -r(v) 
Xpavu6oEvov "OyKcav-os aXFo, ' the field in the marsh adjoining the planta- 
tion of Oncas.' We need not be disturbed because in the same inscription 
a little later (1. I8) we find the same word in the form Xpavu3pEvov. 
Cypriote often formed familiar verbal roots into terminations in -3co, 
if we may judge from well-authenticated forms like ppItca3E (Hesychius), 
5acaTTpi3E?V (Hesychius) and KcAX3co (Herodian I I44). In essentials the 
word is the same as the Homeric Xpauco, differing slightly in form and 
meaning. 

The Idalian Bronze also gives 'tone ijaterane,' i.e. TO-V ijacrpcav, 
'the doctor.' This is the Homeric irT-rip in its Cypriote form, showing 
j before a and an accusative in -cav. For the first we may compare in the 
same inscription 1. i8 rTTrEjcax, 1. 20 iE?pFijcav, 1. 29 avocijcx, and for the 
second the accusative dvspitavTav (I34, 2. I40, i). Homer uses the 
form inT-ip (A I90) with an accusative inTripca (p 384, Hymn XVI i). 
Outside Homer the word is comparatively uncommon, though used by 
Pindar (Pyth. III 65) and Sophocles (Trach. 1209), who probably got it 
from the Epic. In Cypriote its form and declension indicate that it is 
indigenous. 

3. 

Important evidence on the independence of Cypriote-Homeric words 
is to be found in their occurrence in other dialects. Thus some of them 
occur also in Arcadian, and I have tried elsewhere (CQ. XX, pp. I73- 
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I75) to prove that this occurrence in dialects geographically so separated 
points to the words being indigenous both to Arcadian and to Cypriote. 
This holds good of clo-a, poAocna, 5&c6a and EOXcoXa, and there is no need 
to recapitulate here the arguments about them.2 Arcadian, however, 
is not the only dialect which presents similarities to Cypriote in this respect. 
We find Cypriote-Homeric words also in Cretan. 

In historical times we do not find much evidence for intercourse 
between Crete and Cyprus; in his ethnology of Cyprus Herodotus finds 
Cypriote origins in Athens, Cythnus, Arcadia, Phoenicia and Aethiopia 
(VII 90), but does not mention Crete. But in prehistoric and heroic 
times there is more evidence for intercourse. So it is not surprising that 
Cypriote and Cretan should show linguistic affinities as well as cultural 
and racial. In both Zeus has the title FcaXavios: he is called FcAxa&vios 
in a Cypriote inscription from Athienu (Meister, Lpz. Ber. 62. p. 234), and 
in Crete Hesychius knew of FEAXacvos, 6 ZEUS -rrap Kprlaiv, and the coins 
of Phaestus have the inscription FEAXavos (Head, Hist. JVum. 401). Other 
than Homeric words, not found elsewhere, are found both in Crete and 
Cyprus. Thus &yA?ctos, in the sense ofyAayvp6s, was, according to Hesychius, 
found in both islands, and a'KElcO in the sense of T-rp& is reported as Cypriote 
by Hesychius and guaranteed as Cretan by its use in the Gortyn Code 
II I 7, aKEuovTos Ka5?EcTc(. These slight similarities between the two 
dialects point to some natural linguistic affinity, and lead us to approach 
without hostility the few Cypriote-Homeric words which are found also 
in Cretan. 

The Homeric Aa&as, ' stone,' is a familiar word in the Iliad and Odyssey. 
The Scholiast on A I0 says, quite correctly, AaEs 5E KCaraT laAEKTOV oi ifOot 

AEyovTai, and his word is borne out by inscriptions. In Cyprus we find 
the nominative ?Ao(s) on an inscription from Drimu (Hoffmann 93), 
which reads ' kuporokorativose emi o lao,' i.e. KJTrpOKp&T'iFos {ri o 

Aao(s), ' I am the stone of Cyprocrates.' The word is hardly used in 
later literature, though Sophocles uses the form ?aou in his Oedipus at 
Colonus (i98 ?'T-' aKpOU a&ou vppaxus 6oKoaas), and there is some evidence 
for the survival of the word in the lyrists. Corinna (Berlin, Klass. Texte, 
V. ii. p. 28) wrote, as Mr. J. U. Powell has shown (JPh. XXXIII. pp. 296- 
7), E[, [Pou<pt>&Ea-c> Aa uas-' amid an avalanche of stones,' and Simonides 
(Ox. Pap. VIII. no. 1087,1. 39) seems to have written ?ca Kca l a?ous E'Trf3fAAcov. 
In Cretan we find the word at least twice in the genitive A&6 (Laws of 
Gortyn, X 36, XI I2, ar6o TO6 Aao); so there is some epigraphic justification 
for the entry in the FA6coait Ka-ra o6AEts of Kp'-Tcov, Aas' Aieos. In Attic 

2 We may add to the list of Homeric words com- Euripides once (Heracl. 743). It does not occur in 
mon to Arcadian and Cypriote the adjective olos, literary or in epigraphic prose, and is doubtless 
' alone,' which is vouchsafed for Arcadian by the a poetical word. In Cyprus, however, we find it in 
list of FAcocaal Kara -cMA1ES, in the entry 'ApKa'Sov. the Idalian Bronze (1. I4), which gives ' kase 
olos- p6vos. The word is common in Homer, onasiloi oivoi aneu tokasinetose,' i.e. K&S 'OvcxiAiOl 
where it has precisely the same meaning as povvos, oiFcp aCVEU T-(v) Kaolv-rov, ' to Onasilos alone 
and the Hesiodic poems. Afterwards its appearances without his brothers.' It is thus Cypriote of a good 
are scanty. Pindar uses it three times (P. I 93. date, and indigenous because of its use also in 
0. I 73. fr. 93, i), Aeschylus once in the form olov Arcadian. 
(Ag. 13I), Sophocles twice (Aj. 750, fr. 23) and 
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too we find a dative plural Aaicao (CIG. 4650, 5724), but the Attic form 
with its different declension occurs only in verse, and belongs to a separate 
tradition from the Cretan and Cypriote. 

The Homeric form TrrTor;Eos (Z 328, M 436, etc.) is probably a good 
Cypriote word. We do not find it in inscriptions, but Eustathius on 
A 255, quoting Heraclides as his authority, says that it is KuTrpicov Kai 
'ATTIK-r V AE;iS. Of its use in Attic there is not a shred of evidence, and 
attempts have been made to emend to 'ApKa&cov. But even Arcadia 
shows no traces of its existence. So we might be inclined to question its 
existence in Cypriote, if Heraclides did not say in the same passage that 
-r6ToAi too was a Cypriote form, a statement abundantly confirmed by the 
inscriptions. In view of this, we may well believe his word that TrTOrAEoS 
is genuinely Cypriote. It occurs elsewhere only in Crete, in an oath 
formula (CIG. 2554, 1. I97), OUTE EV TrroAEucoJ OVTE EV Ei(p)ava.3 The 
form rTTo6AS, quoted by the same authority, is a common form in Homer, 
occurring sixteen times in the Iliad and fourteen times in the Odyssey. It 
recurs in the Homeric Hymn to Aphrodite (1. 20), but not in Hesiod or 
the Tragedians, though Pindar uses the Homeric TrToXAiEpov (fr. 76 on 
Athens) and TrroAiTroppos (01. VIII 35). Its literary and artificial character 
is shewn by its occurring in the pseudo-Sapphic poem on Hector and 
Andromache (Lobel p 2, 12 qaycua 6' A0E Karra -rrrToAv), which is almost 

certainly the work of an Athenian imitator; elsewhere in Lesbian TroAlS 
is the regular form. In Cypriote it is genuine beyond dispute. In ad- 
dition to the statement of Heraclides, we have the word of the Townleian 
Scholia, on T I, Tr-roAlv ir6Aiv. KuTrpicov T-r&V Ev cAcxIti AEIS, and its 
occurrence in the Idalian Bronze, in the nominative five times (11. 4, 7, 
I5, I6, 27), in the accusative TrOr6Aiv (1. i) and the dative rrToAiFt (1. 6). 
Traces of the word can be found in Arcadian and Cretan. In Arcadian 
the normal form is -rro6A (IG. V2. 443, 6, etc.), but we can see the older 
form in the archaic name of Mantinea which survived in Pausanias' day 
as TTroAis (Paus. 8, 3, 4 6vovCoucn Kai ES 1&pS ETI rTroxiv oi 'ApKaSES. 
ib. 8, I2, 7 KaAE-rat E TO XCapiov TOUTO Eq COV VTOr6i), and perhaps 
the form survives in a metrical inscription of the third century from Megalo- 
polis (IG. V2. 373, 2 ?VI TrTOA(l).). In Crete it survives only in the title 
TrToAiolKoS, found on a silver stater from Aptera (Head, Hist. Num. p. 386). 

Homer presents us with an aorist form Ep~a and a future form Ep[co, 
presumably from a present "pyco. It is clear from one case where he uses 
the word that originally it possessed an initial digamma. Metric reveals 
this in E 650, EVU Epcavwra, where the hiatus shows that something has 
dropped out. But in other places Homer neglects the initial digamma, 
and presents us with cases like &AA& IIaA' J5' Ep~ac (E 342), O6c'ap Eav (0 
490), a? a ,ucA' S' pco (E 360). This inconsistency in the use of the 
digamma indicates that it was early neglected, and this is what we find 
on inscriptions. It survives only in Cyprus and the oldest inscriptions 
of Crete: even in Hesiod it has totally disappeared (Op. 708 KaKOV c PIS. 
710 E Kci Epcxas 327 KCaK6V ?p*I). In Cyprus, however, we find (Hoff- 

3 The reading is not certain. Cf. Deiters (P.), De Cretens. titulis publicis, Jena, 1904. 
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mann 146) ' memanamenoi euverekesiase tasa pai eu pote everexa,' i.e. 
pEpvcacpEvot EUFEpyEaoia T T Trca E?a TEroTE `FEpaCx, 'remembering the kind- 
ness which once I did.' Here, in EFEp{ca, is the properly augmented form 
of the Homeric Epca. The only other place where this form occurs with 
the initial digamma is in Crete. There we find in the Laws of Gortyn 
(X 30) cri 6s TIS TOUrTOV rt FEpKoat, ' if anyone does any of these things,' 
and in another early inscription from Gortyn we find (Schwyzer I75, 7) 
aci ' oi TT-raL pi FEpKoIEV cai Eypac(T)rca, 'if the authorities do not do 
what is written.' The occurrence of the word in Cretan at so early a 
date points to it being indigenous there, as it must also be in Cyprus. 

4. 
We must now consider a small group of words, found both in Homer 

and in Cypriote with practically the same form, use and meaning. In 
consequence of this identity it is hard to say that they are not imitations 
from Homer. Their authenticity is a matter of more doubt than that of 
the cases we have so far examined, and their chief claim to be thought 
indigenous must rest on their being the only words bearing their particular 
meaning in Cypriote. This is, of course, a precarious claim, as the growth 
of our knowledge of Cypriote may discover other words with the same 
meaning but with a better claim to be thought genuine Cypriote. 

Homer often uses T-r6oaS in the sense of ' husband' (e.g. F 329 'EMvrls 
Tro-oIS fiVK6o0io etc.), and his use of it extends to Pindar (O. II 85. N. X 
80. P. IV 87, etc.), Aeschylus (Sept. 930. Pers. 221. Ag. 600, IIo8, 1405), 
Sophocles (O.T. 459, 639, 934, Ant. 906, II96. Tr. I85, 285, 550) and 
Euripides (Hel. 422, 919. Or. 588 etc.). It clearly was thought, at least 
in the fifth century, a poetical word, and as such Aristophanes makes 
use of it in the Thesmophoriazusae where Mnesilochus three times uses it in 
his mock-tragic colloquy with Euripides, and says (1. 866) 6 6' P's rr6oTT 
oiVpbS MEvEXaos oU86w rrc Tpoo'pxETrat, or (1. 901) Trpobouacr MEVEXAov TOrv 
Eibv ?v Tpoia -rr6OCv, or (1. 914) Aa3PE pE XapE p E O, Tr6, rEpipacE 65 X pcas. 
In the fourth century, however, it seems, like other poetical words, to 
have passed into prose. Aristotle at least used it more than once (Pol. I 
3, i. VII i6, I8). Even then, however, it is eschewed by Plato and the 
orators. In dialect inscriptions it occurs nowhere outside Cyprus, but in 
Cyprus it occurs in an inscription from Drimu, which gives us 'o moi 
posise onasitimose tisonidase,' i.e. 6 oli TrcriS 'OvaroiTiios Tiacovi5Cas. We 
know of no other word for 'husband' in Cypriote, and on our present 
evidence Tr6oat may well be the regular word. 

In Arcadian it is extremely doubtful whether aacxp is the regular 
word for 'day,' but in Cypriote it may well be. It occurs twice on the 
ostrakon from the Temple of Zeus Epikoinios at the Cyprian Salamis, 
published by R. Meister (Lpz. Abh. 27, 30I-332). Here we find (VI 2) 
the words 'to veteose ta amata,' i.e. TO- F'TEOS Tar a&cra, and (VII I) 'to 
vetose amati amati,' i.e. TO FETOS ai-aTi aciTri. This differs from the 
hackneyed Arcadian &iorrca TravTa, and in Cypriote, unlike Arcadian, 
there seems to be no dacupac. In addition to the phrase icra-ra r&avrT, Homer 
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uses most other cases of ipap. So it is no surprise to find it in the tragedians, 
or in the pseudo-Aeolic elegiacs of Balbilla (GDI. 323, 7 EiK6OcTcp) TrEITTcp 
8'aa-crin pTvos "AOup). But its absence from inscriptions makes its ap- 
pearance in Cypriote all the more remarkable, and it quite possible that 
it is indigenous there. 

Arcadian uses the enclitic vv quite differently from Homer. In 
Cypriote also we find vu, but its use seems to be the same as Homer's. In 
Homer vu strengthens a verb; so too in Cypriote, as in the Idalian Bronze 
i. 6 E 5vFavoi vu, and I. i6 E sOKoI vu . . This is the use of Homer, and 
it is also the use of Boeotian, where we find vu with an imperative on an 
inscription from Orchomenus (Schwyzer 523, I65) KVI T'l o-EpacIEpiv vu 
Eveco. In Cypriote it is also found with the present indicative (Schwyzer 
683, 6), 'itanukeitui,' i.e. 'veac vu KEITUt. Elsewhere it does not seem 
to be found. At present it is impossible to form any opinion on its 
authenticity. 

KaoiyvTrlroS is found often both in the Iliad and the Odyssey. From 
Homer it found its way into literature, into Pindar (O. VII 27. V. X 85, 
etc.), Aeschylus (P. V 347. Sept. 632. Ag. 327), Sophocles (O.C. II84, 
etc.), and Euripides (Or. 73, etc.). But in Attic at least it was not a prose 
word, and Aristophanes (Thesm. 900) puts it, like Trr6aS, on the pseudo- 
tragic lips of Mnesilochus-ou yap yapcrouaic cro Kac-yvTircp, TrOTE. In some 
other dialects it seems authentic enough. It is well established in Lesbian 
both in a vernacular poem of Sappho (Lobel. a, 3. 2, <TOV Kao-i>yv1rTov 
sOTE TU15' lKEoa-Oa) and in a fourth-century inscription from Eresus 
(Schwyzer 632 D 19, U-rrp T65V 'AToA?oSo opEicov wrai)cov Kca TCOV Kaclyvr'Trcv). 
In the form KaTiyvElTos, it may occur in Thessalian (IG. IX 2.894 
KaTriyv(EITos)), and some of the Iliad Scholia assert dubiously that it is 
also Ionic (Schol. Ven. B ad 0 545 ?TI yap Trap' "Icoa TOUJS cuyyEvE?s 

Kaaiyv-qTouvs qaoci KaAiXreal). So too Eustathius ad. loc. In Cypriote 
the word is often found, whether in the dative singular (76, 2 ' toi kasi- 
kenetoi,' i.e. TOI Kacly-iYVrTO), the nominative plural (io6, 3 

' kase oi 
kasikenetoi,' i.e. K&aS oi KaoCiyvnrTOI. 246 . sikeneto, i.e. (Ka)criyv1nToI), 
the accusative plural (135, 3 and i i ' tose kasikenetose,' i.e. TOS Kaco-yvqTos), 
the genitive plural (135, I4 ' tokasikenetone,' i.e. To(v) KacrlyvqTOv), and 
the dative plural (135, 5, 7, 12 ' toise kasikenetoise,' i.e. Tols Kao-ayvr7Tois). 
To these we can now add, from Arsinoe (Meister, Lpz. Abh. 27, 316 if), 
the feminine form also, in the dative singular, ' tai kasinetai,' i.e. ral 
KacoivErTa. The great frequency of the word in Cypriote, combined with 
the absence of any use of aSEApQos, makes it fairly certain that Kao-iyvTros 
is the regular Cypriote word for ' brother,' and KaciyvT'rrn the regular 
Cypriote word for ' sister.' 

Homer often uses the word -TrT?OS, whether to describe the home of 
Poseidon (N 32) or Thetis (E 5o, 65) under the sea, or of caves on land 
like that into which a goatherd takes his flock in a storm (A 279), or 
Calypso's (E 57, 63, 77) or Scylla's (P 84) or the Cyclops' (i 182), or the 
Cave of the Nymphs on Ithaca (v 549). Hesiod too uses the word of 
the subterranean cavern in which Echidna dwells (Theog. 301). Homer 
makes no distinction of meaning between it and avTpov, and doubtless 
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Hesychius is right when he explains the word as aTrrrnAaov, avTpov. After 
Homer the word is extremely rare. Neither Pindar nor the Tragedians 
use it, and its only early appearance is in the peculiar dative plural orrEeaT&rEol, 
as if from a nominative cTrcas, which Herodian (Tr.u.A. p. 30) says was 
used by Xenophanes. So it is surprising that the word should occur twice 
in Cypriote. On a grotto at Ktima we find carved the words' . . . sine 
to sepeose,' i.e. (ETri)pacrov -TO OT-ros (Hoffmann 98, 2) and ' epipasine to 
sepeose,' i.e. Erripactiv -rT6 orr?o (Hoffmann 99, 2). The exact translitera- 
tion is not clear, but the word is clearly a genitive singular. Hoffmann 
takes it as aTrnios. If this is correct, the Cypriote form differs from the 
Homeric, whose only extant genitive is cTrTEious. In any case, a--rEos is 
the only extant word for ' cave ' in Cypriote. 

5. 
If the Homeric words in Cypriote inscriptions may be regarded as 

indigenous to Cyprus, it is not unreasonable to expect some element of 
genuineness in the Homeric words which our literary sources state to be 
Cypriote. But the question here is of a different character. Before we 
can decide whether such words are indigenous or not, we have first to 
decide whether the authorities which quote them are in the least trust- 
worthy. In a very few cases, such as the Homeric Scholiast's quotation 
of-rr-ToAs, the inscriptions prove the genuineness of the gloss, and such cases 
have already been considered. But the subject-matter of inscriptions 
is very limited, and overlaps only at a few points the enormous variety 
of subjects treated by the Homeric poems. So it is inevitable that we 
should have Cypriote glosses whose meaning makes their appearance in 
inscriptions highly improbable. In the absence of such epigraphic support, 
we can only consider the different authorities in turn and try to decide 
from their general character whether their word can be trusted or not. 

Hesychius is so valuable a source and so useful in all matters of lexico- 
graphy connected with Greek dialects, that his word carries great weight 
and, short of inscriptions, is our best authority in most matters of dialect 
vocabulary. His work, as we possess it, is unfortunately not the original 
book. The result is that he does not give us as much information as we 
might have hoped, but what he gives is both well substantiated and re- 
markable in that the Cypriote words quoted are never identical with their 
Homeric counterparts, but either they are slightly different in form or 
else they are such as to explain the meaning of some obscure Homeric 
words. For our purposes, this difference is important, as it proves the 
genuine Cypriote character of the words quoted. Thus he has an entry 
KaT' Ep' E3Ear KaCei3E, ral&ioi. This is like the Homeric phrases Kar' ap' 
3ETro (A 68, IOI, etc.), but its Cypriote character is indubitable. It 

is supported by the entry in the rAcaocrca Kara roXAEsl of Kurrpicov. E3E' 
KaOIaov, and it displays two regular Cypriote characteristics. The 
presence of E instead of a in Ep' is perhaps paralleled by a similar vowel 
gradation in the use of TIPOKpET'S instead of TiP.oKp'rrls (Hoffmann 
76, i. I29), and the tmesis ?p' .. .3Eca is paralleled by 7rrbs. . EKE 
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(Hoffmann 161, 2). So, on linguistic grounds, the phrase is good Cypriote. 
If this is so, we may well add from Hesychius two entries, not ascribed to 
any dialect but shewn by their form to be Cypriote, KCT' E'p' 3e' KaOo30u 
and KaCT' Ep' E3ETTO KacE3ETo. Again Hesychius' entry poXooi' vTos, la&plot 
is clearly connected with the Homeric use of vxjco as a local preposition 
in phrases like puXco "ApyeoS (Z 152, y 263), PVuXCo KAicrfns (1 659, (C 675), 
uvuX acOar&Joio (P 36), auXC) acacov (Y 41), [ux(O 866iou (X 440, y 402, 

8 304), ;vux4c avTpou (v 363, co 6) and uvXCj crrraTeious (e 226). The presence 
of o instead of u in POXoI is well paralleled in other Cypriote words, such 
as OopavaS for eupav56, EsTrpoEocracrt for ETrrTpuoacrsEaat, and uoTToyoayia 
for TTo-ropayia. 

Again, Hesychius gives us Ep-aTO0EV' &VEwTauloavTo. He does not say 
that the word is Cypriote, but almost certainly it is the Cypriote form of 
the Homeric Epri'rvUEv (B 99, 211). Cypriote, as we have seen, has u for 
o. So Epa-rTOEv is almost certainly the Cypriote version of Epl'-ruOEv. The 
use of a, where Ionic used rq, finds its parallels in a dialect which has 3aEt 
for TTVEi and IjaTr p for irTrfp. 

The same argument applies to two more glosses, 7TE-romcr ia &aKKoa 
and aopoyep6v aKArlp6v, wrri3ouAov, ip oXq,p6v. The first is clearly the Homeric 
TrT-rruvca (A 595), in its Cypriote form with o for u, and the second is clearly 
connected with the Homeric adverb ETrUipuyEspcs (y 195, 8 672), which 
Homer uses only in the compounded form. Hesychius also gives us a 
Cypriote word in his entry li6acr' qcovi. KUrrrpIo. Homer often uses ,0eos 
in the sense of word or ' speech' (A 25, etc.), but though it is used in this 
sense by poets, it only passed into prose in its special Platonic sense of 
'myth.' The Cypriote form in - a is paralleled by other cases, like ppouKac 
for ppouKos and paXcAa for pr0A6.4 In all these cases the Cypriote word 
varies in form from the Homeric, and may for that reason be counted as 
regular Cypriote. 

In other cases Hesychius gives us words which do not themselves 
appear in Homer but are clearly related to words which do appear. Some 
help us to give a meaning to a Homeric word which would otherwise remain 
obscure. Thus he presents us with aKocTi' Kptil -wnap& KTrrpiols, which 
gives the only intelligible clue to the meaning of aKoOU-ricua in the Homeric 
similes of the stalled horse let loose in Z 506 and 0 263 -dcs 8' 8OT TS1 
aTacO irr-rros T Koc O-raTcs ?Tri a&TrvT K.T.A. In his entry he quotes two 
opinions, one that it means KptlOla-as, the other, the opinion of the 
yAcoaroypa&pol, that the word is derived rarb Tro CXKOS AaoppavEiv. This 
second, nonsensical view, so characteristic of ancient philology, is repeated 
by the Schol. Ven A and by Eustathius. Clearly the first view is right. 
A stalled horse, fed on barley, is naturally full of high spirits and a fit 
object of comparison to the young Paris enjoying his youth and armour. 
aKOOTri in the sense of 'barley' is not quoted outside Cypriote, though 
Eustathius (ad Z 506) says, oi T-raAaioi paac Kai -ryraas T'r& Tpo&pas Trapa 
e)oc-aAois aKooTraS AeyEcrai. In Cypriote then aKOcTir kept a sense which 
it had lost in Thessalian, and gives us an inevitable interpretation of the 

4 Hoffman o09. 
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Homeric aKoaTcrrica. The evidence of Hesychius is supported for this 
meaning by the entry in Lex. Seg. in Bekker's Anecd. Graec. p. 213 ayoorati 
Kpital Vrro Ktrrrpicov Kcai -TO yoTrilas EKKptelaCOas oiov uCIauvEvioCas, and by 
the Scholiast's &KoC-rTraio TO lroAUKpiOtaCcl T youv KptlealcaiC. dKOCrai yap ai 
Kpleai. 

The entry oCVEV' KUrrpioI 5p6opov gives, as Bergk saw, the real clue 
to the meaning of the epithet Epiouvtos (Y 72, (O 457) applied to Hermes. 
He is the fast traveller, a suitable enough epithet for the messenger of the 
Gods. The root of the word is an old one, occurring too in the dialect 
of Arcadia in the imperative oUVEt which Hesychius explains as 5EUpO, 
spa&E. 'ApKaCSs. It had too some existence elsewhere, to judge by the 
entries ovvrls' KATrTTrlS and ovvios' SpoitEJs, KAETrTTr, though unfortunately 
we have no dialect ascription for either. 

In the vexed line T 87 some of the manuscripts give a variant reading 
of ElapoTrcoTtS for Eqpopo0rTs, 'Epivus. Hesychius has a number of 
glosses to enlighten us as to the meaning, of which the chief are Eiap' 
catia, EiapoTrOTTs-r cai,o-rronl, iap caipac, icapoTrroTiS aipoTiOTrTqS. He does not 

actually give it as Cypriote, but clearly he is drawing from the same source 
as the Scholiad T 87, who says oit 5 Eiacpo-TrCarS EyKEilEVOU TU Eclap -rrep 
Eo-T Kacra lccXaltivious calia. Whatever the original reading was, the 
alternative EiapowcoTis must have been of considerable antiquity to embody 
in itself so rare a word as Elap. The ' blood-sucking ' fury has a more 
authentic air than the fury ' who walks in the darkness.' Hesychius has 
three entries, aTroysEuE acpEAE. Ku-rpoioi, yEvvou Kv-Trpioi. Kai Aa'3E and 
uyyE,os* avuAXap[. Eaaccqilvioi. These imply some verb like yEico, which 
presumably is also the present of the Homeric )EVTro (e 43, N 25, 24I, 
E 

476), interpreted by the Schol. Ven. ad 0 43 as av-ri TOU cEap3EV. Clearly 
the root of the two classes of words is the same, whatever the present in- 
dicative may have been. The genuineness of the word in Cypriote is 
shewn by the form uyyaE1os for aucyyEbios. Initial cr seems often to have 
become h in Cypriote if we may judge by such forms as liya for criya, vpiyya 
for cupiyya, and ayavav for cay'rvrjv, all definitely given by Hesychius as 
Cypriote. 

So far then as Hesychius is concerned, it seems fairly safe to say that 
his quotations are genuine Cypriote, either because they are so different 
from the Homeric words as to be independent or because they have only 
their roots in common with the Homeric words which they explain or 
resemble. 

6. 

The list of FrXcoca-ai Ka-ra TToAEls, printed from an Urbino codex in 
Bekker's Anecdota Graeca, III pp. 1094-1096, is harder to judge than 
Hesychius. Its origin is unknown. In a few cases its evidence has been 
confirmed by inscriptions, as for instance in its entry 'ApKaScov . . AEVUc-El' 
opa, for which we have now the authority of IG. V2. 6, i o. This con- 
firmation may dispose us well towards the list, and, in addition to this, 
it looks as if the compiler had used either an early edition of Hesychius 
or else one of the sources which Hesychius himself used. Hesychius not 
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only gives all the Cypriote words which the rAFooacr gives, but in many 
cases he gives both the same form of the word and an identical explana- 
tion of its meaning. This identity may be seen in the cases of c,Ac6os' 
TuXAos, 6ETrcrs' TroTfplOV, TrEi6lAcc Uros6acrTac, dpaocavov e'ios, and X0bv' yfi 
In some other cases the FAcouocra gives the same explanation as Hesychius, 
but in a slightly different form, quoting a different case for a noun or 
adjective or a different tense for a verb. Thus it gives aAoXos' yuvfi, EcapyEv. 
E\AapE, '13E KaCloov, and TappEsl (popElcirt, while Hesychius gives aA6)ouv 
yvvcalKos yaC(?TTS, EpCapyaC' KCTaECapOV, i31' Kaei3E1 and TacpprilavTrES qo3rn- 
eEVTES. These differences are only superficial and are due doubtless 
to both the compilers using fuller books of reference than have survived 
to our day. In some other respects the two lists are rather more different. 
First, Hesychius sometimes, as in TroTriplov rrapa TO 5?XEoe0Ca TO Tr6wcpa, gives 
a derivation whereas the FAc6rcaai is a mere vocabulary. Secondly, in 
none of these words does Hesychius give any ascription to a dialect, whereas 
the FrAcoacuc is avowedly an attempt to do so. But both these differences 
do not so much point to a difference of origin as to both compilers using 
the same extensive source. What this source was, it is impossible to say. 
This explanation would cover a third difference. In some words the two 
compilers differ in their choice of words to give the meaning. Thus the 
FAc7o"crai gives Ayo os6~uv6i, p?acxi6v 6Xty6v, efis' XaTpis, while Hesychius 
gives aXyos' Tovos, -rveos, rv aios o6v pIKpOV, and e0is 5ouAos, picyIcorTOs. 
These differences, such as they are, are not so great as to outweigh the 
positive evidence for common origin in the appearance of every Cypriote 
word of the FrAcocati without exception in Hesychius. If then this common 
origin or interdependence of the two can be reasonably taken as proved, 
we may with the more confidence go on to see if there is any evidence 
for any of the words in the list being thought to be genuine Cypriote and 
not mere literary usage. Here we are faced with an almost insoluble 
problem. The words are chosen entirely because they are used by 
Homer, and all superficial differences are removed. Moreover, we have 
hardly any other examples of their use outside Homer, and are so debarred 
from pressing any argument from analogy in other dialects. But in certain 
cases we can find indications which point to some of the words being 
indigenous. Thus the entry 63E' Kaeticov has the strong support of the 
indubitably Cypriote form KTr- '?p 'E3ai, though the compiler has adapted 
the Cypriote form to suit the Cretan usage. The entry i6s' p3Aos may 
find support in the use of ios in this sense in a Cretan inscription (GDI. 
IV, p. 1038 nr. 20), which gives Oc-Tr(s) aroo-T?Epi(55)ot TCOV icv, and, as 
we have seen, this may be evidence for its being authentic in Cyprus. 
The entries TErtiAac uTroSicraTa and E-apapEv E'AcApEv both have parallels 
in Aeolic. For the first we may quote Etymologicum Magnum Tr[SiAAc 
A?youViv oi AioAs?s, and for the second Hesychius' KCaapWat' KaT?aAaPElV, 
where the form shews the word to be Aeolic, and his Kappoapyis' ,ETpov 
COITIKOV. AioXATS. Aeolic is, of course, a literary dialect, and the 
appearance of a Homeric word in it does not mean that it is free from 
literary influence, but, as in both these cases the words are adapted to 
Aeolic usage, in the double A in TrS,iAAa and the shortened form of Kcpa&apai,t, 
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they look like genuine words there; moreover, cpapyE appears in a vernacu- 
lar poem of Sappho (8.I.2I). So if it is native in Aeolic, it may well 
be in Cypriote. Beyond this our evidence does not permit us to go, and 
we may only indulge the probability that, as the few words which can 
be tested may well be genuine, the rest may also be founded on some reason- 
able evidence, even if some others, like i13, have had their forms adapted 
from Cypriote to Homeric formation. 

7. 
The next group of glosses to be considered are contained in the Homeric 

commentators, whether the Scholia or Eustathius. They may con- 
veniently be taken together, because on more than one occasion their 
language is identical, and it is certain that they drew from the same sources, 
whatever those sources may have been. They are certainly not always 
negligible, as once at least, in their ascription of TTT6AlS to Cyprus, in- 
scriptions have confirmed their words. The problem they present is 
like that presented by the rFcoacria KaTra loAeEls, and their genuineness 
must be tested by similar means. 

In the first place, they bear many similarities to Hesychius and their 
excellent character is witnessed by him. Thus a propos of the binding of 
Ares by Otos and Ephialtes (E 387) -XaXKEcp ' ?v KEpa&co 8ETO TplaKai 
8EKa fiqvaS - the Scholiast D and Eustathius agree that one of the meanings 
of KipaCLos is Sa[CTo'riplIOV in Cypriote. This statement is repeated in 
different forms by the Lex. Seg. in Bekker's Anecdota Graeca, I p. 202, by 
the Etymologicum Magnum and by Theon, Progymnasmata (ed. Spengel, 
II p. 129, 27). All these writers assert the word to be Cypriote. So there 
must have been some commonly recognised authority who said that it 
was. Hesychius gives no dialect ascription to the word, but among the 
meanings of K1papos he gives 85EacoTr iptov. So he may well be quoting 
from the same familiar source. What the source was we do not know, and 
the nearest clue to any identity is Eustathius' designation of it as &AAol. 
The Townleian Scholiast and Eustathius on N 563 agree that iEyacipEiv 
is a word from the Cyprian Salamis. The Scholiast gives its meaning as 
qOovEiv (PEyacipEiv p 5E TrO T OVEiv aXacikvioi AEyoucylv), which is the word 
used by Hesychius in his entry iLEyacipElv' povEiv. Here too identity 
of explanation may mean that all drew from the same source. 

Secondly, Hesychius substantiates by other quotations the Cypriote use of the termination - [copos in the sense of' sharp.' Homer uses io[6copot 
(A 242, 479), UAaoCK6copoI ( 29, w 4) and yxEo-iCCpol (B 692, 840. H I34, 
y i88), and in all these words the termination - copos was disputed in 
antiquity. The explanation 'sharp' is well authenticated, dating back 
to Aristarchus (Schol. ad e 29 on iiuAao6copol). Its Cypriote provenance is given by Schol. BT on i 479 (uopov yap -rT 6)i Krrpioi) and by 
Eustathius, who are probably drawing straight from Aristarchus. Hesychius knew the word in his entries gcop6v o66i, ucaKo6copot 6CVpcoWvoi and io6copot 
itos o3sEs ?XOVTES, which he too may owe to Alexandrian learning. On X 441 (Iv 56 Op6vc wroIKiX' ETrarcoE) both Scholiasts ABT and Eusta- 
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thius say that Tracrtolv is a Cypriote word meaning TrWOKiAEIV. Here again 
Hesychius draws from the same source, since though he gives no dialect 
ascription, he gives the same explanation as the Scholiasts in his entry 
wracCaE = EVE-TOiKIXE. The slight difference in using the compound 
EVETrOiKIXAE instead of the uncompounded form is no evidence for his 
using a different source, as Eustathius himself a little later uses the words 
EVETTOiKlIXE Tj SiTrXAaKI. 

Unfortunately not all these glosses can rest securely under the safe 
protection of Hesychius. A few remain, whose only title to consideration 
is that they may well be quoted from unknown authorities equally reputable, 
and that they make sense of passages which may not otherwise be ex- 
plained. The most notable is the entry of Schol. BT and Eustathius on 
the adjective apitXiaX6Eaocav in 0 753, which is described as meaning 
KaTaC KTTrpious EoCuai[ova. Fortunately Eustathius gives a hint of his 
authority whom he calls oi TraXAaoi, meaning doubtless somebody old 
and trustworthy. This explanation is not known to Hesychius, who ex- 
plains conventionally as dTrporo6pulacTos K ocXacTsrls KCi sCmaop*os, or to 
the other authorities quoted by the Scholiasts, who see in the word a 
variety of 6olpXXcb5rls. The first meaning cannot be right as Lemnos was 
in no way harbourless in Homer's geography. It was as well provided 
with anchorages then as it is now. Otherwise Achilles would hardly 
have sold his captives to its king, Evenus (0 40-I). The notion of an 
inaccessible Lemnos is due to a misinterpretation of Sophocles' dramatic 
isolation of Philoctetes on a corner of the island which was ppoTro;s a-rTrTroS 
o,5' oiKOVu?vrl. Nor is it clear how the word can be connected with 6outXM1, 
as Cypriote, far from using a for o, more often uses o for a. So perhaps 
there is good reason for trusting the ' ancients' as Eustathius calls them 
and taking the word to mean ' fortunate.' 

Rather a similar case is that of the word Ta'pos, which the Scholiast 
T and Eustathius take to mean qpovos in YT 29, acuTap 6 TrOIaI Traov 
pEEVOEIKECa saivu. Unfortunately in this passage it cannot mean rp6vos, 
and is much more likely to mean funeral feast, as Hesychius (Trayos To 
yiyvOpEvov TrEpiSEITrVOV ETi Tf,) T'cV KaTOIXOPE?VCL)V TtIq) and Scholiasts AB 
(A. TO 5EiTrv6v Tr pi TT'V Ta9Tcv ylyVOPEvov. B. 7Trv pJETa rTOV Ta9poV E?coXiaV) 
would have us believe. Eustathius gives oi yXco-croypa&oi as his authority, 
and presumably they had some reason for their statement. The ex- 
planation fits in well with X 416 and co 87, TroAecov Tracq &vSp&cv avTEspo6Aras, 
where -rTac cannot mean ' funeral-feast ' and may well mean ' slaughter,' 
as the context refers to the killing of men in battle, when burial is not the 
question. Our quoters seem to have looked at a list of glosses and made 
the wrong use of their information. 

On e0 329 (ni piv &aoropaEle payas wOTTapOS P3a0vivns) Schol. AT 
say, of &oTropCaElE, KuTrpicov T)] A?Is. Not so Eustathius, who says it is 
derived from the Aeolic Epcaco for E'ppco. Unfortunately the Scholiasts give 
no interpretation of the word, and it is impossible to say whether they 
used the same source as Hesychius, who gives arEspo-E' aTETrvltE. It is 
hard to see how any derivation from [ppco can make sense, and the Cypriote 
origin is perfectly possible, but more than that we cannot say. 
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Even more tantalising is the explanation given by Schol. AB on P 5I, 
the famous Ko6pac Xap{TEUaicv o6oTai, where the usual interpretation is 
that of Eustathius - Xapi-rEoacv 6ipoica, av-ri Tro Toialvrca otcaS EXoiev ca 
XaplTEs. The Scholiasts, however, quite disagree with this, and say, 
MaKE56VE? KaC Kvrrrpiot X&aprcrS Aiyoucal T'S CuvECrTpacpEvcaS Kcl oivAaS 
puvpivca, &s c(papEv crTEyavi-Tlcas. Hesychius knows nothing of such a 
meaning for XapTrrs, so the Scholiasts must be drawing on some source 
not used by him. Whatever the source was, the explanation certainly 
helps to make good sense in a difficult passage. The ordinary solution 
is to take XapirTEoaaiv o6oTca as a compendious comparison. The use is 
not unknown in Homer, who certainly has it in p3 121 6IoToc voOpacrca 
TTlvEAoTrE1r. But if we feel uneasy about it here, we have Zenodotus on 
our side, who hoped to solve the difficulty by emending to jEActlvac. If 
we take XapiTEacUtv in the sense of tight ringlets like bundles, it suits the 
context excellently, as in the following line the hair of Euphorbus is de- 
scribed as TrrAoXuoi 0' ol xpucc T-r KCI a&pyCppco Eoc9prKOVTO. 

The last case takes us on to more certain ground. In describing the 
wall of the Achaean camp in M 29 Homer speaks of the foundations being 
made ofTrpoV KaCi Aacov, and on the passage Schol. T and Eustathius say 
that the words come from the Cyprian Amathus. Eustathius adds that 
his authority are oi nrrcaAaoi. This in itself is good evidence, but axcov, as 
we have seen, is authenticated by Cyprian inscriptions. So the genuine- 
ness of (pTp6V is practically certain, since it comes from a reputable 
source. 

We may now rapidly consider how far these words, assuming their 
use in Cyprus to be comparatively well substantiated, may be thought to 
be indigenous. The evidence is scanty, but not impossibly so. Thus the 
termination - opos seems genuine, because in Cypriote it occurs in an 
uncompounded form and in Homer always in a compounded form: so it 
clearly cannot be an imitation. Xp-1rEs, our authorities say, occurred 
in Macedonian as well as in Cypriote, and KEpapos in Boeotian. It seems 
unlikely that words, used in so peculiar a sense, should occur in such 
remote dialects, unless they were natural to both. Of the remainder, 
&amylXA6c6is and Trraooco are so rare in Homer that it would be worth no 
one's while to imitate them, if he wished to be intelligible, and the special sense of cpvos would only create confusion in a district where it possessed its ordinary meaning of' slaughter.' The other two, PIsycafpEiv and &a-roEpaEs, are slightly more common and therefore more open to suspicion, though Homer uses the first only four times and the second only three times. 
Here again their rareness in Homer is an argument for their indigenous character in Cyprus. 

8. 
It remains to consider a few scattered glosses of well-established 

character in various authors. The first may claim Aristotle as its authority. 
According to Schol. on Pindar, Pyth. II 127, he said that in Cypriote the Pyrrhic dance, TruppiXr, was called irpxAis. This word is clearly 
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connected with the Homeric use of the masculine plural TrpuAEES, which 
Homer uses (A 49, M 77, etc.) in the sense of 'men-at-arms,' but the two 
words are so different in form and meaning that the only connexion which 
can be claimed for them is that of a common ancestry. In another case 
our authority is the Scholiast on Theocr. II 59, who says that by ep6vc 
the Thessalians meant T-ra TErroKiApEva 3ca and the Cyprians Tra aveilva 
idraTla. This is clearly connected with the Homeric word Op6va used in 
the description of the embroidery woven by Andromache in X 44I: 

5iTrrACKa Trroppupvrl v Ev s p6vc TproiK W KiA 6CaE. 

though here Opovoc cannot mean exactly -rT avelva ilcaTla. Hesychius, 
however, has an entry, showing that he knew the source of the Scholiast's 
quotation and giving an intelligible meaning to ep6vac, viz. Opo6va a&vOrl 
Kai Ta- EK XpcoW&aTcov TrolKiRaTa. This meaning makes excellent sense and may 
well be right. The Cypriote meaning for averl is then a development of 
the meaning quoted by Hesychius, and used probably by Homer, and, 
since it is so different, it cannot be plagiarised but must be a natural 
development of an older use. 

The last of these casual cases comes from Athenaeus (XI 483 ff.), 
who quotes one Simaristus as saying that the word KUrrE2Aov was used 
both by the Cypriotes and the Cretans; by the former in the sense of 
' two-handled cup,' by the latter in the sense of both 'two-handled cup' 
and 'four-handled cup' (ip&apltcTos 65 TO 8iCOTOV -ro-r'ptov Kurrpious, 
rTO 6 sIoTov Kai TETpadoTOV Kpfrcas). Homer often uses KTrE?AAOV(A 596. 
r 248, A 346, 1 666, X0 305, a 142, P3 396, 6 58, K 357, u 253). We have 
no final evidence about the number of handles possessed by the Homeric 
KiTrEAAov. Hesychius indeed seems to have thought that it had none 
(KUTrEAAov' Ei8os T-roTrlpiou a'brou). Perhaps his opinion was based on 
its being distinguished from the familiar 8FTrrcS adi1KUrrrTEov, whose name 
implies two handles. But such a distinction is not substantiated by 
Homer's usage. In at least two places, what is plainly the same vessel 
is called both KUTtEAAOV and 8ETrcaS aCPqiKuTrEAAov. Thus the cup in which 
Hephaestus pledges Hera has both names (A 584 and 595), and so have 
the cups in the house of Odysseus (u I53 and 253). In these places at 
least the Homeric word bore the same meaning as the Cypriote and Cretan 
words. Its Cypriote use is confirmed also by Anicetus (quoted by Eusta- 
thius ad o I20, AyEt1 58 KvrrpIoi OUTOr pac TO sib co-rov Tro-rplpov). Outside 
the glossographers the word has little history. Neither Pindar nor the 
Tragedians use it, but it has some life in hexameter poetry and was used 
by Antimachus (fr. 20), Nicander of Colophon (fr. I40) and Quintus of 
Smyrna (VI 345). Ion of Chios too used it in a choric part of his 
'Omphale' (fr. 20), Tr' K7rrop?rTE, -rrpOeEvo, KU7JTrEA Kai pEaoo1ipdAovs. 
In such passages it clearly comes straight from Homer. Athenaeus has 
so few quotations in his discussion of the word, that it cannot have been 
in the least common, and anyhow its appearance in both Cypriote 
and Cretan argues, as we have seen, for its being indigenous in both 
dialects. 
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9. 
We possess then in Cypriote a considerable number of words either 

similar or related to words used in the Homeric poems. On the whole, 
these words seem, for different reasons, not to be imitations of the Homeric 
counterparts as we possess them. The precise importance of their existence 
in Cypriote cannot yet be estimated, but it points to a high antiquity for 
some elements in Homer's vocabulary. Cyprus maintained in historic 
times a dialect of more archaic character than that of any other district 
in Greece. Cyprus too lay outside the main currents of racial or tribal 
movements which confounded other Greek dialects. It maintained till 
a late date the customs of the heroic age, and it traced its Greek colonisation 
back to a period soon after the siege of Troy. It would be too much to 
claim that Cypriote was the descendant of the language talked by the 
Achaeans of Homer, but it certainly was reasonably free of Attic and Ionic 
influences. Its close connexion with Arcadian shews that it was once 
part of a more united language, and this language may have provided 
some of the enormous vocabulary of Homer. 

C. M. BOWRA. 
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